Reliable Business Data is a Pillar of Profitability

Monoline commercial auto insurers need to know key elements about a business to assess risk and determine whether to cover it. Reliable business information is essential in commercial auto underwriting and rating.

Verisk’s Commercial Auto Firmographics provides multifaceted, verified data fast. It’s an easy, simple-to-access solution designed to provide trusted information to help insurers improve rating and reduce expenses.

Fast and easy delivery
The data is quickly delivered directly into your systems through our API. The data is also available for one-time renewal book updates.

We provide immediate data on eight fields specific to commercial auto, including:

- Business information (name and contacts)
- NAICS (up to 8 digits) and SIC codes
- Credit score and relative credit grading

For more information, contact your Verisk representative:

verisk.com/CommercialAuto
CommercialAuto@verisk.com
1-800-888-4476